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Abstract .  The TRAPPER-paradise C++ toolset is an integrated pro- 
gramming environment well equiped for the design of object-oriented 
parallel applications. A variety of graphical tools and a parallel exten- 
sion of C++ are provided to form a modern environment for all phases 
of the software development cycle, 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

TRAPPER is a hardware independent programming environment being develo- 
ped in cooperation between Daimler-Benz Research, GMD and GENtAS Gmbtt  
mainly for the use in industrial automotive applications. TRAPPER is a graphi- 
cal tool with the ability to design and configure software for MIMD type parallel 
computers. Furthermore TRAPPER features to monitor the process and com- 
munication load of a running parallel program and animates application data. 

paradise C + +  [t lPC++] is a parallel object-oriented library realised on top 
of sequential C + +  and PVM resp. MPI. It is dedicated to distributed memory 
parallel computers. Portability and the facility to run on heterogeneous networks 
of (parallel) systems are ensured, paradise C + +  was specified and implemented 
by GMD. The work was funded by the C.E.C project 8451 SOFTPAR [Soft.par]. 

This paper describes the work being done to expand the functionality of 
both systems in order to build an integrated programming environment. Its key- 
features are objecl-orientation, integration, parallelism and portability. 

2 F e a t u r e s  o f  a n  I n t e g r a t e d  P a r a l l e l  D e s i g n  E n v i r o n m e n t  

TRAPPER [TRAPPER] is objected to support a modular specification of paral- 
lel applications. Such an application consists of processes, ports and links. Pro- 
cess structures can be clustered to allow the hierarchical design of large process 
nets. paradise C + +  is very well suited to be a target-language for code genera- 
tion from TRAPPER-design because of the one-to-one correspondence between 
the class structure and the graphical representation. User code only has to be 
inserted in predefined frames representing class local method definitions. 

paradise C + +  offers modularization and structurization facilities. Hierarchies 
of parallel components allow the integration of independent parallel algorithms 
in complex application. Active objects act sequentially and are provided with a 
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local scope. Interfaces separate local process behavior from any global runtime- 
configuration. Structured object-networks may be encapsulated in subnet classes 
representing prototypes of parallel schemes. By inheritance and modification 
those prototypes can be adapted to specific problem solutions. 

The instrumentation of paradise C + +  library supports an automatic moni- 
toring of active-object states in the user-defined design layout. Events of active 
objects being executed on the parallel machine are attached to their related 
graphical objects and displayed. 

3 T R A P P E R  

The strength of TRAPPER is the integration of different tools for various phases 
of the software development cycle. 

The DesignTool supports a hybrid approach. The object structure of the 
parallel application is designed graphically while sequential code or local class 
methods has to be integrated in a paradise C + +  program frame generated by 
TRAPPER. 

The ConfigTool allows the user to specify the configuration of the hardware 
system and allows a semi-automatic mapping of the software net to the actual 
hardware configuration. 

The Monitor accompanies the application to  collect run-time information 
about software and hardware events. Software events being monitored are ob- 
ject construction and destruction, interprocess-communication and remote pro- 
cedure calls (RPCs). Hardware events are computation and communication loads 
of the processors. Furthermore the paradise C + +  -programmer can define his 
own events which are written to the tracefile together with the automatically 
generated events. 

3.1 P r o g r a m  Design 

The design of parallel applications with TRAPPER is based on the model of 
comnmnicating sequential processes (CSP). The programmer has to specify the 
parallelism on the level of independent tasks which are able to cooperate by 
message passing resp. RPC mechanisms. 

Figure 1 shows the graphical design of a small example application contai- 
ning three client and two serving objects on its highest level called "EuroPar96- 
Network" (frame on the left side). The object-interaction graph consists of nodes 
and edges. Nodes represent active objects which are instances of process or sub- 
net classes written in paradise C + +  . Edges may define two different, types of 
interaction-protocols: either message-passing or remote procedure calls. 

Nodes may be refined into more specific and independent subsystems which 
themselves consist of a network of nodes and edges. While the objects inside the 
subsystem GridMaster communicate via message passing those in the subnet- 
work ServSub invoke partner-methods by remote procedure calls. The types of 
the interfaces are specified by related graphical port symbols. 
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Fig. 1. Top Level of Example Design 

P r o c e s s e s  a n d  S u b n e t s  Each designed box consists of an unique type iden- 
tifier - the class denoted by its n a m e -  and dedicated interfaces called ports. 
Additional attributes are to be set to specify the correct system base-class, i.e. 
process resp. subnet. During design-phase a class is defined only once; if its name 
is used in several boxes a related number of object-instances of this class will 
be created at runtime. Instance numbers during design-phase are unique only 
inside the actual subnetwork - a global unique numbering on all activated ob- 
jects will be defined a f t e r  design is complete and the size of the whole network 
is fixed. Large object graphs can be designed hierarchically as composition of 
sub-systems. A subsystem is a graphical entity (i.e. it is displayed in a window 
of its own) and can be considered as a black box, which contains a subgraph. 
A subsystem itself can contain other subsystems, thus specifying a dedicated 
Master-Slave relationship. A master-object is at runtime responsible for crea- 
tion, configuration and - at last - deletion of its internal slave objects; the code 
for those actions will be generated automatically by TRAPPER.  

I n t e r f a c e s  As each object-instance is defined to execute in its local scope it 
has no access to global information or data. Any remote interaction between 
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different objects has to be defined as an action on interfaces. An interface is de- 
clared local to a process/subnet class and instantiated at the same time when the 
process/subnet object is constructed. A connection has to be defined explicitly: 
i.e. a link between any two interfaces has to be specified in the design. Calling a 
method on an unconnected interface however results in a no-operation call resp. 
returns an error at runtime. During design drawing links is checked to suppress 
invalid connections, for example links between a message-passing and a server 
interface. 

Interfaces (ports) may be attached with different attributes determining the 
protocol and potential link modes. The protocol may be of type RPC (remote 
procedure call) where there is a client-object with a requiring interface and 
a server-object with a providing one. The port protocol defines a symmetrical 
message-passing connection. The connection-rate of an interface may range from 
1-1 to n-n. 

Loca l  F i n e - C o d i n g W h i l e  the graphical design defines object instantiation 
and interface connection-graphs the sequential behavior inside an object has 
still to be described by textual representations, the traditional program code. 
But there is already a rough functional skeleton defined in the graphics by spe- 
cifying providing server interfaces. In contrast to 'Fortran' or 'C' target language 
a design-box represents an object-instance instead of a main-routine. An object 
is not running all the time but is waiting for requests to start one of its pro- 
vided (via interface) methods. Thus TRAPPER is able to generate a paradise 
C + +  source-code frame out of the graphical specification. This frame is a class 
definition with method skeletons for each provided RPC-interface. 

4 p a r a d i s e  C d - +  

4.1 S t a n d a r d i z a t i o n  o f  Pa ra l l e l  C~-d- 

In 1994 a group of researchers [CC++] [CHARM++] [pC++] [Mentat] et.al. 
began a series of discussions about building a common framework for a parallel 
programming with C++.  The goal was to identify common language and library 
mechanisms that would allow a variety of parallel programming systems and 
libraries to work together and to make it easy to port applications across a wide 
range of computing platforms. To give it a name this framework and the pro- 
gramming language which might emerge from this process were called H P  C + & 
[USHPC++]. At the same time european groups [UC++] [Eiffel] started in- 
vestigations with similar objectives calling their target E C + W  [EC++]. First 
meetings to bring both lines into one started at the end of i995. 

In the SOFTPAR project [Softpar] which was defined and set up in 1993 the 
same name HPC++ I t /PC++] [SwEng] [HOOD] was used as a working title for 
the parallel C + +  library to be developed. During the project runtime it became 
clear, that the SOFTPAR approach would not lead to a standard parallel C++ 
language, but to an object-oriented and parallel library with strong emphasis 
on design facilities. This library is actually built on top of sequential C + +  and 
PVM resp. MPI but may easily be ported on a forthcoming standard of parallel 
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C++.  To avoid further name-clashings and being aware of the fact that there 
should be only one environment called HPC++ representing the parallel C++ 
standard (comparable to HPF) we changed our name into pa rad i se  C-F-F - 
parallel  distr ibuted C++.  

4.2 C o n c e p t s  

paradise C + +  is a class library defined on top  of standard C+-I- and PVM or 
MPI. By this, general portability is guaranteed. The library offers basic classes 
for active objects, communication and operation interfaces and resource mana- 
gement. Describing a parallel application in paradise C + §  means specifying a 
tree-like hierarchy of process and subnet objects. In that hierarchy higher leveled 
objects are intended for management and synchronization, while lower leveled 
objects perform the intensive computations. In a f u n c t i o n a l  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  
subnet- or process-objects of different classes have to be combined. Data or re- 
sults are passed from one object to another by remote procedure calls or by 
explicit message passing. The connection of process objects with independent 
control flows in paradise C + +  is organized in hierarchical trees or encapsulated 
sub-systems. 

The visibility of remote object references is defined by the hierarchical tree 
of objects. A process object has access and control only on those remote objects 
created by itself; i.e. a parent-node only sees its own childs. 'References'to child 
process objects may not be passed to other contexts. 

Interaction structures between process objects having the same parent are 
expressed by explicit connections o f  interfaces. Where a graphical design-box 
in T R A P P E R  represents an active process object, process interfaces are to be 
used by methods of the process-object itself. However, interfaces of subnet-boxes 
are only used as transparent or virtual entries to interfaces of the subnet's slave 
objects. Interfaces are declared as (data) member fields of process classes before 
compile time and connected at runtime by the joint parent object. 

Based on the interface idea described above paradise C + +  supports explicit 
message-passing and remote operation calls. Various synchronization modes are 
offered to enable concurrent execution without blocking of partners. 

Creating new process objects with independent control flows (i.e. with a con- 
text of their own) in paradise C-t-+ is coordinated by r e so u rce  m a n a g e m e n t  
to enable deterministic load balancing. To avoid rgcing conditions when map- 
ping new process objects, access to any computing resources is exclusive, i.e. 
each process object has a domain of computing resources for its exclusive usage. 

5 C o d e  G e n e r a t i o n  

Generating paradise C + +  source code from the TRAPPER design and confi- 
guration tools profits from the fact that there is a 1-1 mapping from nearly all 
design symbols into paradise C-t-+ source code. 

- Terminal process boxes of one type result in one class hierarchy in paradise 
C + +  . Interfaces and internal data structures are identical fo~ all object 

instances. 
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- Non-terminal boxes additionally generate configuration statements for the 
creation and configuration of their slave objects represented by inner boxes 
and links in TRAPPER.  

- Ports in TRAPPER have attributes specifying them as paradise C++  com- 
munication ports or as required resp. provided operation interfaces. Those 
interfaces are built as member fields of the related class. 

- As the TR AP PER design is static in terms of paradise C §  notion resource 
management is easy to be realised just by counting the number of nodes of 
a sub-system and all its descendants. 

5.1 B a s i c  G e n e r a t i o n  R u l e s  

In the design phase, TRAPPER is able to generate program frames out of the 
graphical object specification. For each box-type a hierarchy of three classes is 
generated: 

- In te r face :  The base class is derived directly from one of the paradise C + +  
process resp. subnet classes. This interface class encapsulates the declaration 
and initialization of the interfaces. 

- Conf igura t ion -  The second class is derived from the interface class and 
defines creation and configuration of slave objects which are lower leveled in 
the design hierarchy. 

- App l i ca t ion :  The application class is derived from the configuration class 
and contains method frames for each defined interface of RPC-type. User 
code to define the application has to be inserted in those frames. 

The base class generated for a design node is responsible for i n t e r f ace  decla-  
r a t i o n  and initialization. Depending on the node attribute the generated class 
will directly be derived from the paradise C + +  system classes HPC_Process or 
HPC_Subnet. 

Non-Terminal Boxes in TRAPPER represent s u b s y s t e m s  containing inter- 
nal hierarchies of object graphs. Thus non-terminal boxes generate a config-class 
with declarations for reference-objects to all child paradise C + +  processes and 
subnet objects created in the subsystem. This clasa describes the code to confi- 
gure the subsystem (object creation and related interface connections). Resource 
management (utilization of available processor-resources) is defined by the total 
number of nodes represented by the slave boxes. 

Interfaces of internal child boxes which are mapped to (virtual) interfaces of 
the non-terminal parent box result in a macro call to define a transparent and 
direct connection from remote of parent to its child object interfaces. 

While for the two base classes discussed above - for interface-description and 
for slave-configuration - all code will be generated automatically by TRAPPER, 
the following class has to be edited by the user. 

For each interface with attribute provided operation a corresponding decla- 
ration for a virtual method was generated in the base-class describing the class- 
interfaces. A frame of method-headers defines those empty areas where t h e  use r  
has to insert his sequential and local code. 
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The  Design R o o t  of the TRAPPER design tree has to be marked expli- 
citly. The total amount of computing resources needed is given by the number 
of boxes in the root and all subsequent child sub-systems. This number and the 
top-view of the process graph define the contents of the paradise C + +  software- 
configuration file. This file describes the process objects to be created automa- 
tically at program start. 

6 M o n i t o r i n g  w i t h  T R A P P E R  

As each graphic object in TRAPPER is mapped 1-1 onto an object in para- 
dise C + +  code animation of user data or monitoring of system loads is obvious. 
Each component in paradise C++  (process & subnet & interface objects) has its 
unique identification in the TRAPPER layout. So each event can be displayed 
in a proper relation to its graphical counterpart. The way the information of a 
running process is collected and provided to the monitor tool is adopted from 
the standard TRAPPER environment which already supports PVM and MPI 
directly - and both are used as implementation layer for paradise C + + .  TRAP- 
PER provides two very different modes for observing running parallel programs: 
the first is an automatic monitoring of paradise C + +  system states, the second 
is allows the visualization of user-data. 

The object-oriented target language allows to distinguish between more states 
than only 'IDLE' and 'ACTIVE'. Each time a process or subnet object is acti- 
vated by a request coming from any client one dedicated method of its class is 
invoked and can be monitored. As paradise C++  supports different kinds of syn- 
chronization for RPC (from complete asynchronous through semi-committed to 
fully synchronous calls) those synchronization modes also will be displayed. On 
the other side an object may act as a server as well as a client at the same time. 
So while being activated from remote a server itself may call other objects whose 
provided interfaces are connected to one of its own required RPC-interface. 

Data-structures defined in the user's code, can be made visible on the TRAP- 
PER display. Each process rasp. subnet-box provides a (usually 60 by 60) pixel 
display, which is under full and local control of the running process object. A 
box-display allows the colored animation of two-dimensional arrays or histograms 
and bar charts of one scalars. 

7 C o n c l u s i o n  

paradise C + +  proved to be well suited as target environment for the TRAPPER 
toolset. Dedicated interfaces for remote-procedure-calls as well as for explicit 
message-passing are provided. Transparent virtual interfaces for non-terminal 
design-boxes map to subnet-interfaces and deterministic mapping of active ob- 
jects to processors is supported by resource-management. Common to the design 
method in TRAPPER and to paradise C + +  is the idea of hierarchical encapsu- 
lation rasp. ordering of computational entities. 

By combining TRAPPER design tool, paradise C + +  library and the TRAP- 
PER monitor a complete and integrated parallel environment covering most of 
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the software development phases from design to code and runtime support is 
available. 

TRAPPER is under commercial exploitation by GENIAS GmbH, a prototy- 
ped adaptation to paradise C++  was reMised in 1995. Beta versions of paradise 
C++ were distributed at the end of 1995. A commercial exploitation will begin 
1996. 
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